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reward employees for their hard work 
by providing a working environment 
that’s based on respect and trust. 

“It’s amazing how many businesses 
still have overly formal cultures, rigidly 
hierarchical structures and, worst of 
all, create a poor work/life balance,” 
says Jai Popat, head of HR & 
recruitment at VHR Global 
Recruitment. “The best incentive for 
any worker is to be able to control 
their own career, have a life outside 
work and to feel like a valued member 
of a team while still being an 
individual with agency.”

Millennials are famous for shifting 
careers every few years, but businesses 
can create loyalty among these 
younger workers by offering perks like 
additional training. “Investing in 
millennials will convince them that 
they’re valued,” Popat adds. “It will 
also keep them engaged, as they can 
approach their job in fresh ways.”

Be a respectable leader
"I believe in three traits that speak to 
millennials the most,” says Nikolaus 
Suehr, co-founder and CEO of KASKO. 
“Responsibility, respect and growth. 
It is crucial for a leader to take 
responsibility and be accountable 
for their actions. You can only expect 
other people to take responsibility if 
you do the same.” 

Being nice and being respectful can 
look like the same thing, Suehr warns, 
but they aren’t 
necessarily so, and it’s 
worth making the 
distinction. “Just as 
important as niceness 
is treating people with 
respect, but this has 
many facets. Be 
transparent and 
coherent, and at the 
same time be able to tell 
people the hard truths.”

Off er variety
Nowadays, when you ask someone 
what their typical day looks like, most 
people say that one day is like no 
other. Variety is another facet that 
drives millenials to enjoy their jobs. 

Aleš Špetič, co-founder and CEO of 
Klevio, explains: “Going to one office 
every single day and sitting in the 
room with the same people can get a 
bit tedious for them. At Klevio, our 
team is split between London and 
Ljubljana, giving our staff a chance to 
move across locations, as well as being 
able to work with different people – 
which can have a positive impact on 
their motivation, attitude and 
willingness to learn."

“It’s amazing how many 
businesses still have 
overly formal cultures”
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